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Human error has proven time and time again to take place without the help of machines. Even the
smartest of human beings have had errors befall them. Of course, computers arenâ€™t perfectly error-
free, but they do minimize the amount that does occur. When it comes to numbers, calculations and
emotions that people deal with on a daily basis in the trading world, computers are more sufficient.
Stock trading computers have become increasingly popular because of this. They are able to help
us make the right decisions, especially when emotions tend to cloud our better judgment. Luckily,
computers donâ€™t feel, so they have no problem with this.

Finding reliable computers for stock trading is the key. Not all computers were created equal, so you
wonâ€™t be able to head down to your local electronics store to pick one up. Luckily, there are
companies out there on the Web that offer awesome computers for stock trading, that comes with a
complete trading computer setup that includes multiple monitors, fast processors, high definition
graphics cards and lots of memory RAM and hard drive space. All of this is much needed for day
trading â€“ at least, if you want to stay ahead of or keep steady pace with your competitors.

First off, you want to stay away from a laptop computer setup. Off the rip, you should only consider
getting desktops because they are better equipped for the tasks that you want to do. Laptops are
flimsier and canâ€™t pack the amount of power that desktops can. Of course, that doesnâ€™t mean that you
should just grab any olâ€™ desktop off the shelves of Best Buy. A customized computer for stock trading
is what youâ€™ll need. These can be found by searching around the Internet â€“ just be wary of shady
manufacturers that are looking to overcharge you for mediocre PCs.

You will need a desktop trading computer setup that comes with high definition graphics cards
created by ATI â€“ preferably the FirePro 2460 OCle 2.0x16 model. The process should be a i7 â€œSandy
Bridgeâ€•, which packs lots of speed, power and intelligence, and youâ€™ll want terabytes, not gigabytes,
worth of hard drive space. Memory RAM that is in the double digits is also highly recommended.

Having the correct computer setup for your day trading will allow you to do quick decision making
that is required for this industry. Never miss out on an opportunity because you have a computer
that canâ€™t deliver real-time data. Do as much research as possible so that youâ€™re able to get a trading
computer that will give you the juice your business/hobby needs. Youâ€™ll quickly learn that a PC thatâ€™s
been customized with high quality components will differ tremendously against factory built
computers.
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